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Weighted and locally bounded list-colorings in
split graphs, cographs, and partial k-trees
Ce´dric Bentz∗
Abstract
For a fixed number of colors, we show that, in node-weighted split
graphs, cographs, and graphs of bounded tree-width, one can determine
in polynomial time whether a proper list-coloring of the vertices of a graph
such that the total weight of vertices of each color equals a given value
in each part of a fixed partition of the vertices exists. We also show that
this result is tight in some sense, by providing hardness results for the
cases where any one of the assumptions does not hold. The edge-coloring
variant is also studied, as well as special cases of cographs and split graphs.
Keywords : locally bounded list-colorings, dynamic programming, NP-
completeness, maximum flows, tree-width, split graphs, cographs.
1 Introduction
A proper coloring of a given graph G is an assignment of colors (integers) to its
vertices, such that any two vertices linked by an edge of G take different colors.
For any given color, the set of vertices taking this color is called a color class.
In [2], a coloring problem with non global constraints on the sizes of the color
classes was studied. More precisely, the following problem was considered:
LocallyBoundedColoring
Instance: A graph G = (V,E), a partition V1, . . . , Vp of the vertex set V , and a
list of pk integral bounds (n11, . . . , n1k, n21, . . . , n2k, . . . , np1, . . . , npk) such that∑k
j=1 nij = |Vi| for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.
Question: Decide whether there exists a proper k-coloring of G (i.e., a proper
coloring of G using k colors) that is such that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and for
each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the number of vertices having color j in Vi is nij .
In this previous paper, it was shown that this problem can be solved in
O(n2pk−1 log n) time when G is a tree, where n = |V |. A link with a scheduling
problem consisting in processing a set of unit tasks on a set of processors with
various unavailability constraints was also presented.
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Moreover, it was shown in [10] that the following list-coloring problem (i.e.,
where each vertex must take a color from a list of possible colors) with global
constraints on the size of the color classes is tractable in several classes of graphs:
BoundedListColoring
Instance: A graph G = (V,E), a list of k integral bounds (n1, . . . , nk), and, for
each vertex v of G, a list of possible colors L(v) ⊆ {1, . . . , k}.
Question: Decide whether there exists a proper k-coloring of G such that, for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the number of vertices having color i is at most equal to the
color bound ni, and the color of v belongs to L(v) for each vertex v.
More precisely, the authors of [10] described efficient algorithms to solve this
problem in graphs of bounded tree-width and in cographs (that can be defined
as graphs with no induced path on four vertices [6]). The notion of tree-width
will be recalled formally when needed: it can be viewed as a measure of the
tree-likeness of a graph, and equals 1 in forests (and 0 in graphs with no edges).
Graphs of tree-width at most t for some t ≥ 0 are also called partial t-trees [6].
In this paper, we generalize both results, and show how to solve efficiently
the list-coloring problem with non global and weighted constraints on the sizes
of the color classes in graphs of bounded tree-width (and also in cographs).
More precisely, the problem we shall study can be formally defined as follows:
WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring
Instance: A graph G = (V,E), a weight function w : V → N∗, a partition
V1, . . . , Vp of the vertex set V , a list of pk integral bounds (W11, . . . ,W1k,W21, . . . ,
W2k, . . . ,Wp1, . . . ,Wpk) with
∑k
j=1Wij =
∑
v:v∈Vi
w(v) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p},
and, for each vertex v of G, a list of possible colors L(v) ⊆ {1, . . . , k}.
Question: Decide whether there exists a proper k-coloring of G such that, for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the total weight of vertices hav-
ing color j in Vi is Wij , and the color of v belongs to L(v) for each vertex v.
In the scheduling application mentioned above, the weight of each vertex
would correspond to the amount of resource needed to process the associated
task. Moreover, apart from list-coloring problems, other constrained coloring
problems related to ours have been studied in the literature, see for instance
[1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 14]. We will not review all the associated known results, as
we will not need them all, and will only recall the useful ones when needed.
The equitable coloring problem consists in finding a coloring where the sizes
of any two color classes differ by at most one, while the bounded coloring problem
consists in finding a coloring where the size of any color class does not exceed
a given bound (that is common to all color classes). Moreover, without the
requirement of being a list-coloring, the problem studied in [10] is defined as
the capacitated coloring problem in [5]. Hence, the bounded coloring problem
is a special case of the capacitated coloring problem, where all the color bounds
(i.e., all the bounds on the sizes of the color classes) are equal.
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It was observed in [5] that the equitable coloring problem is in fact a special
case of the capacitated coloring problem (and one in which the color bounds
are actually reached), by setting ni =
⌈
n
k
⌉
for any i ≤ n mod k, and ni =
⌊
n
k
⌋
for any other i, where n is the number of vertices. It was also observed in [3]
that any instance of the bounded coloring problem is equivalent to an instance
of the equitable coloring problem with the same number of colors, by adding
sufficiently many isolated vertices (which destroys neither the property of having
bounded tree-width nor the one of being a cograph or a split graph, i.e., a graph
whose vertex set can be partitioned into a clique and an independent set [6]).
In fact, all of the above problems (including the k-coloring problem, which
is a list-coloring problem where L(v) = {1, . . . , k} for each vertex v) are special
cases of BoundedListColoring, and this is true for WeightedLocally-
BoundedListColoring as well, in most of the graphs that we shall consider:
take any instance of BoundedListColoring, keep the same color bounds, set
p and the weight of any vertex to 1, and add isolated vertices of weight 1 (that
can take any color), so that the total number of vertices reaches
∑k
i=1 ni.
Numerous applications of the list-coloring problem and of the capacitated
coloring problem were described respectively in [14] and in [4, 5]. Many papers
also consider a precolored variant of the equitable or capacitated coloring prob-
lem, where some of the vertices are already colored [3]. Observe that this can
also be achieved, when considering an instance of the list-coloring problem, by
defining the list of possible colors for each vertex that is already colored as a
singleton, corresponding to the given color. Similarly, one can transform a list-
coloring instance into a precolored one, by adding pendant vertices adjacent to
each vertex v (these pendant vertices being colored by the colors not in L(v)).
Such an operation does not destroy the property of having bounded tree-width,
but can destroy the one of being a cograph (or a split graph, depending on
whether v lies in the clique or in the independent set). Finally, when consid-
ering instances of WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring where p is not
fixed and L(v) = {1, . . . , k} for each vertex v, then precoloring some vertices
can be achieved by putting each of these vertices in one set Vi of the partition
V1, . . . , Vp (Vi contains only this vertex), and defining the Wij ’s appropriately.
The present paper is organized as follows. We begin by providing, in Sec-
tion 2, tight hardness results forWeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring.
Then, we describe in Section 3 a dynamic programming algorithm for this prob-
lem, that runs in polynomial time whenever we are not in the cases covered
by Section 2 (i.e., when p, k and the tree-width of the graph are fixed, and
the vertex weights are polynomially bounded). In Section 4, we prove that the
problem is tractable in cographs under similar assumptions, and that, under
weaker assumptions, it can be solved in polynomial time in several subclasses
of cographs. Section 5 is devoted to split graphs, and we show that, in such
graphs, the problem can be solved in (pseudo)polynomial time even when p is
not fixed (provided that k is), and provide additional tractable special cases.
Finally, in the last section of the paper, we extend to edge colorings all our
results concerning (vertex) colorings in the graphs studied in Sections 3 to 5.
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2 NP-completeness proofs
In this section, we prove that WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring,
which is clearly in NP, is NP-complete, even in very restricted special cases.
Before detailing these special cases, we note that, when k = 3, Weight-
edLocallyBoundedListColoring is NP-complete in general graphs (i.e.,
when the tree-width is unbounded), even when p = 1 and w(v) = 1 for each
vertex v, as deciding whether a graph can be colored using three colors is. Also
note that this latter result does not hold when k = 2: in this case, the coloring
problem is trivial, as the input graph is bipartite (otherwise, the answer is no).
Actually, WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring itself can be solved
in polynomial time when k = 2 and p = O(1), provided that the vertex weights
are polynomially bounded (in the next subsection, we deal with the case where
they are not). Indeed, if k = 2, then any connected component of the graph is
bipartite (otherwise, the answer is no), and hence admits two possible colorings.
For each one, one can check whether such a coloring is a valid list-coloring in
the associated connected component. This implies that the whole problem can
be solved by a dynamic programming algorithm similar to the one given in [10,
Theorem 2]: we consider the connected components one after the other, keeping
track for each one of them of all the possible weights of vertices of color c in
the set Vh, for each c and h, and then combining these weights whenever a new
component is considered. The total amount of information that we need to keep
track of is thus O((maxh,cWhc)
2p), which is polynomial under our assumptions.
2.1 When vertex weights are arbitrary
We first give a short proof that WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring
is NP-complete in general, even when k = 2 (there are two colors) and p = 1
(the vertex partition contains only one set). To do this, we consider the follow-
ing well-known weakly NP-complete problem [9]:
Partition
Instance: n+ 1 positive integers (a1, . . . , an, B) such that
∑n
i=1 ai = 2B.
Question: Decide whether there exists I ′ ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that
∑
i∈I′ ai = B.
Given an instance (a1, . . . , an, B) of Partition, we define the following in-
stance I ofWeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring: the graphG consists
of n isolated vertices v1, . . . , vn. We define p = 1, k = 2 and W11 = W12 = B.
We also define, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, L(vi) = {1, 2} (i.e., any vertex can take
any color) and w(vi) = ai. Then, (a1, . . . , an, B) has a solution if and only if
I admits a solution, i.e., a 2-coloring where the total weight of the vertices of
each color is B: a vertex vi will take color 1 if and only if i ∈ I ′. This implies:
Theorem 1. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is NP-complete in
the weak sense in graphs consisting of isolated vertices, even if k = 2, p = 1,
and each vertex can take any color.
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Note that this instance can be made connected by setting k = 3 and adding,
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, two edges (vi, ui) and (ui, vi+1), where the ui’s are
new vertices of color 3 (e.g., L(ui) = {3} for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}). The graph
G we obtain is then a tree (in fact, a chain), and so has tree-width 1.
Also note that, if k = 2 and G is connected, then solving WeightedLo-
callyBoundedListColoring is a trivial task, since a connected bipartite
graph has only two proper (vertex) colorings using two colors.
In [3], Bodlaender and Fomin managed to show that the equitable coloring
problem can be solved in polynomial time in graphs of bounded tree-width (i.e.,
even if the number of colors is not fixed). In the next subsections, we rule
out this possibility by proving that, even if all vertex weights are polynomially
bounded, WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring remains NP-complete
in graphs of bounded tree-width, if either k or p is not fixed.
2.2 When the number of colors is not fixed
First, we look at the case where the number k of colors is not fixed. We consider
the following well-known strongly NP-complete problem [9]:
3−Partition
Instance: A set of 3n positive integers A = (a1, . . . , a3n), and an integer B such
that
∑3n
i=1 ai = nB and, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, B/4 < ai < B/2.
Question: Decide whether A can be partitioned into n disjoint sets of three
elements A1, . . . , An such that, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
∑
ai∈Aj
ai = B.
Since this problem is strongly NP-complete, we can assume w.l.o.g. that the
ai’s are polynomially bounded in n. We construct an instance ofWeightedLo-
callyBoundedListColoring in a graph G consisting of 3n isolated vertices
vi, by defining p = 1, k = n, W1c = B for each c ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and, for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, w(vi) = ai and L(vi) = {1, . . . , k}. It is easy to see that the
equivalence between the solutions of the two instances is given by: for each
h ∈ {1, . . . , n}, a vertex vi will take color h in G if and only if ai ∈ Ah. Hence:
Theorem 2. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is NP-complete in
the strong sense in graphs consisting of isolated vertices, even if p = 1, all the
vertex weights are polynomially bounded, and each vertex can take any color.
As in the case of Theorem 1, we can make this instance connected (for
instance, obtaining a chain, or a star) by defining k = n + 1 and adding new
vertices (and associated edges) that can only take color n + 1. Note, however,
that in this reduction we need non uniform vertex weights. Actually, this is
unavoidable, from the following fact: the problem becomes tractable in graphs
with no edges (and hence also in stars, by a simple reduction) when w(v) = 1
for each v ∈ V . For the sake of completeness, we give a proof of this fact.
Proposition 1. If all vertex weights are 1, WeightedLocallyBoundedList-
Coloring is polynomial-time solvable in graphs consisting of isolated vertices.
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Proof. Given an instance in such a graph G, we can construct a bipartite graph
H as follows: there is a vertex vi in H for each vertex vi in G, and, for each
h ∈ {1, . . . , p} and c ∈ {1, . . . , k}, there are Whc vertices u
j
h,c in H . There is
an edge between vi and u
j
h,c in H if and only if vi ∈ Vh and c ∈ L(vi): since∑k
c=1Whc =
∑
v:v∈Vh
w(v) = |Vh| for each h ∈ {1, . . . , p}, this implies that the
number of vertices is the same in each side of the bipartition of H .
Then, there exists a feasible coloring for the initial WeightedLocally-
BoundedListColoring instance in G if and only if H admits a perfect match-
ing. (H being bipartite, such a perfect matching can be computed as a maximum
flow.) Indeed, we define the following equivalence: vertex vi ∈ Vh has color c if
and only if the edge viu
j
h,c belongs to this perfect matching, for some j.
On the one hand, each vertex vi will be incident to one edge of the matching,
and hence vi will take one color (by construction, this is a color in L(vi)); on
the other hand, each vertex ujh,c will be incident to one edge of the matching,
and hence in each Vh there will be exactly Whc vertices with color c.
We can nevertheless prove the strong NP-completeness of WeightedLo-
callyBoundedListColoring in graphs of bounded tree-width when w(v) = 1
for each v ∈ V , p = 1 and k is arbitrary, by using a more complex reduction from
3−Partition. Actually, such a reduction was already given in [3, Theorem 8]
for the precolored variant of the equitable coloring problem. In this reduction,
each instance is a set of trees of height 3 (together with additional isolated ver-
tices). The leaves are in fact precolored vertices, which are used to restrain the
set of possible colors for other vertices. Hence, if we consider list-colorings, we
can ignore (i.e., remove) these leaves, and simply define suitable lists of possible
colors for the other vertices. This yields instances consisting of trees of height
at most 2, and leaves as open the case where each connected component is a
tree of height at most 1 (which, unlike trees of height 2, are also cographs).
We now describe an alternative reduction, that needs more colors but only
makes use of stars (i.e., trees of height 1), and that will prove useful in Sections
3 to 5. Assume we are given an instance I = (a1, . . . , a3n, B) of 3−Partition
with n ≥ 2. We construct an instance I ′ ofWeightedLocallyBoundedList-
Coloring as follows: we define p = 1, k = 3n2 + 4n, w(v) = 1 for each vertex
v, and the graph, that contains 3n2(nB+1)+3n vertices, consists of 3n2 vertex-
disjoint stars and 3n isolated vertices u1, . . . , u3n. We denote each star by S
j
i , for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and its central vertex by vji . For
each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, vji can take any of the n+1 colors
in {n+ i, ni+3n+1, ni+3n+2, . . . , ni+4n}, and Sji has 3nai leaves, which can
only take colors j and n + i. Moreover, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, vertex ui can
take any of the n colors in {ni+3n+1, . . . , ni+4n}. We also defineW1j = 3nB
for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, W1(n+i) = 3nai(n− 1) + 1 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, and
W1(ni+3n+h) = 1 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each h ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Then, the following holds:
Lemma 1. I has a solution if and only if I ′ has a solution.
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Proof. We shall prove that the following equivalence holds: ai ∈ Aj if and only
if vji takes color n+ i, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Assume that we are given a solution to the 3−Partition instance I. For
each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, if ai ∈ Aj for some j, then v
j
i takes color n + i, and the
3nai leaves in S
j
i take color j, while, for each j
′ 6= j, vj
′
i takes color ni+3n+ j
′,
and all the leaves in Sj
′
i take color n+ i. Moreover, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, ui
takes color ni+3n+j. This implies, in I ′, that there are 3nai(n−1)+1 vertices
of color n+i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, and there are 3nai1+3nai2 +3nai3 = 3nB
(assuming Aj = {ai1 , ai2 , ai3}) vertices of color j for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Conversely, assume that we are given a solution to the WeightedLocally-
BoundedListColoring instance I ′, and let ai ∈ Aj if v
j
i takes color n + i
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Observe that, for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, exactly one of the vji ’s takes color n + i (from the fact that
W1(ni+3n+h) = 1 for each h, and from the possible colors that can be taken by
ui and the v
j
i ’s). This means that the leaves of such a S
j
i must take color j. For
each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, the leaves of all the other Sji ’s must take color n+ i, since
W1(n+i) = 3nai(n − 1) + 1. Hence, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there are exactly
three i’s in {1, . . . , 3n} such that vji has color n + i: if there are at most two
such i, then ai < B/2 for each i implies that at most 3n(B − 1) vertices have
color j, a contradiction; if there are at least four such vertices, then ai > B/4
for each i implies that at least 3n(B + 1) vertices have color j, a contradiction.
The sum of these three ai’s is then W1j/3n = B, which concludes the proof.
Hence, we have proved:
Theorem 3. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is NP-complete in
the strong sense in star forests, even if p = 1 and w(v) = 1 for each v ∈ V .
Corollary 1. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is strongly NP-
complete in cographs of tree-width 1, even if p = 1 and w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V .
Again, we can make the instance I ′ connected by adding a new color, as well
as one or more vertices that can only take this new color. After doing this, we
can obtain a tree of height 2 (or a caterpillar), while recall that, from a direct
consequence of Proposition 1, WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is
tractable in stars (i.e., in trees of height 1) when w(v) = 1 for each v ∈ V .
Moreover, one of the features of the above reduction is that all the ui’s and
vji ’s must take different colors, which will be useful in Section 5. However, one
can use a simpler reduction, in which |L(v)| = 2 for each vertex v. Too see
this, remove all the ui’s, and set k = 4n and L(v) = {j, n + i} for each vertex
v in each Sji . The color bounds are then W1(n+i) = 3nai(n − 1) + 1 for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and W1j = 3nB + 3(n − 1) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. As in the
proof of Theorem 3, and for similar reasons, we have ai ∈ Aj if and only if v
j
i
takes color n+ i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Note that the above reductions leave as open the case of chains (which are
not cographs, except when they are also stars) where the vertex weights are 1, p
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is fixed and k is not. The reduction given in [7, Theorem 3] closes this gap, and
shows that the problem is strongly NP-complete in this case, even when p = 1
and |L(v)| = 2 for each v ∈ V . However, this reduction is rather complicated, in
particular since all the chains do not play the same role. We now give a different
kind of reduction to prove this result, in which we have p = 1 and |L(v)| = 2 for
each v ∈ V , as well as an additional restriction on the lists of possible colors:
Theorem 4. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is NP-complete in
the strong sense in linear forests, even if p = 1, w(v) = 1 and |L(v)| = 2 for
each v ∈ V , and all the vertices of each chain share one common possible color.
Proof. Given a 3−Partition instance, instead of defining 3n2 stars as in The-
orem 3, we define 3n2 disjoint chains µji , for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each
j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We also define p = 1, k = 7n + 3n2, and w(v) = 1 for each
v ∈ V . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, µji has 2ai+2 vertices,
and (i) the first and the last vertices in µji can only take colors (i− 1)n+ j+7n
and n+i, (ii) the vertices with an odd index different from 1 in µji can only take
colors j and n + i, (iii) the vertices with an even index different from 2ai + 2
in µji can only take colors n+ i and 4n+ i. Hence, for each vertex v in µ
j
i , we
have n + i ∈ L(v). To end the reduction, we define W1(n+i) = n(ai + 1) and
W1(4n+i) = (n − 1)ai for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, W1(7n+j+(i−1)n) = 1 for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and W1j = B for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Note that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, any feasible
coloring has exactly one vertex (either the first one or the last one) in µji of
color 7n+ j + (i− 1)n, while there can be at most ai + 1 vertices of color n+ i
in this chain. Since each W1(n+i) is equal to n(ai + 1), this implies that in any
feasible coloring there are exactly ai + 1 vertices of color n + i in µ
j
i , for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}: the vertices of color n + i in µji are
either all the vertices with an odd index, or all the vertices with an even index.
Hence, in each chain, the ai remaining vertices either all have color j, or all have
color 4n + i. Moreover, since each W1(4n+i) is equal to (n − 1)ai, this implies
that in any feasible coloring there are exactly n− 1 integers j in {1, . . . , n} such
that there are ai vertices of color 4n+ i in µ
j
i , for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}.
We can thus define the following equivalence between the two instances: for
each i and each j, ai ∈ Aj if and only if there are ai vertices of color j in µ
j
i
(for each j, there will be exactly three such i’s, for reasons similar to the ones
mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3), which concludes the proof.
We conclude by pointing out that we can turn the previous instance into a
chain by adding a new color and new vertices that can only take this new color.
2.3 When p is not fixed
Now, we prove the NP-completeness of the case where k is fixed but p is not,
by considering the following well-known strongly NP-complete problem [9]:
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MonotoneOneInThreeSAT
Instance: A set X of ν boolean variables x1, . . . , xν , and a set of µ clauses, each
one containing exactly three (non negated) boolean variables from X .
Question: Decide whether there exists a truth assignment for the variables in
X such that in every clause there is exactly one variable equal to true.
Theorem 5. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is NP-complete in
the strong sense in star forests, even if k = 2, and each vertex has weight 1 and
can take any color.
Proof. Given an instance of MonotoneOneInThreeSAT, we construct an
instance of WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring as follows: the graph
G consists of ν vertex-disjoint stars, one star per variable xi. We denote by vi
the central vertex of the ith star, and by u0i , . . . , u
occ(i)
i its leaves, where occ(i)
is the number of occurrences of xi in the set of clauses. Then, we define k = 2,
p = ν + µ, and, for each vertex v, w(v) = 1 and L(v) = {1, 2}. The partition
of the vertices of G and their target weights are given by: Vh = {vh, u0h} and
Wh1 = Wh2 = 1 for each h ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, and Vh = {uai , u
b
j , u
c
k}, Wh1 = 1 and
Wh2 = 2 for each h ∈ {ν + 1, . . . , ν + µ}, where we consider that the (h − ν)th
clause consists of the ath occurrence of the variable xi, of the bth occurrence of
the variable xj , and of the cth occurrence of the variable xk.
It is easy to check that we have the following equivalence between the initial
MonotoneOneInThreeSAT instance and this WeightedLocallyBound-
edListColoring instance: for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, variable xi is equal to true
if and only if vi has color 2, which concludes the proof.
Corollary 2. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is strongly NP-
complete in cographs of tree-width 1, even if k = 2, and each vertex has weight
1 and can take any color.
As in the case of Theorem 3, we can make the previous instance connected
(obtaining a tree of height 2, or a caterpillar) by defining k = 3 and adding new
vertices (and associated edges, to link the stars together) that can only take
color 3 (for instance, we can define p = ν+µ+1 andWp3 = |Vp|, and include all
these new vertices of weight 1 in the new Vp, keeping the other Vh’s unchanged).
Again, this reduction, that will prove useful both in Sections 3 and 4 (thanks
to Corollary 2), leaves as open the case of chains where w(v) = 1 for each v ∈ V ,
k is fixed and p is not. The next theorem closes this gap.
Theorem 6. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is NP-complete in
the strong sense in linear forests, even if k = 2, and each vertex has weight 1
and can take any color.
Proof. Given a MonotoneOneInThreeSAT instance, we define a Weight-
edLocallyBoundedListColoring instance as follows: the graph G consists
of ν vertex-disjoint chains (one per variable xi) and of isolated vertices. The ver-
tices of the ith chain are v1i , u
1
i , . . . , v
occ(i)
i , u
occ(i)
i (in this order), where occ(i) is
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defined as in the proof of Theorem 5. For each chain, we also add occ(i) isolated
vertices v′
1
i , . . . , v
′occ(i)
i . Then, we define k = 2, p = µ +
∑ν
i=1 occ(i), and, for
each vertex v, w(v) = 1 and L(v) = {1, 2}. It remains to define the partition of
the vertices of G and their target weights. We have Vh = {uai , u
b
j, u
c
k}, Wh1 = 1
and Wh2 = 2 for each h ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, where we consider that the hth clause
consists of the ath occurrence of the variable xi, of the bth occurrence of the
variable xj , and of the cth occurrence of the variable xk. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}
and each l ∈ {1, . . . , occ(i)}, we define Vh = {vli, v
′l
i} and Wh1 = Wh2 = 1,
where h = l + µ+
∑i−1
j=1 occ(j).
As in the proof of Theorem 5, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, variable xi is equal to
true if and only if v1i has color 2. Indeed, for each i, all the v
j
i ’s must have the
same color, and all the uji ’s must have the same color (the v
′j
i ’s are only useful
to ensure that v1i can freely take color 1 or 2). Theorem 6 follows.
As in the case of Theorem 4, we can make the previous instance connected
(obtaining a chain) by defining k = 3 and adding new vertices (and associated
edges) that can only take color 3. Also note that, in the reductions used to
prove Theorems 5 and 6, we only need colorings (not list-colorings), although
we did need to make use of list-colorings in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.
3 An algorithm for graphs of bounded tree-width
This section deals withWeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring in partial
k-trees. Given a graph G = (V,E), a tree decomposition of G is a pair
(
{Xi|i ∈
I}, T
)
where Xi ⊆ V, ∀i ∈ I, is a bag of vertices of G, T = (I, F ) is a tree, and:
(1)
⋃
i∈I Xi = V ,
(2) For every edge uv ∈ E, there is an i ∈ I such that u, v ∈ Xi,
(3) For all i, j, l ∈ I, if j lies in the path between i and l, then Xi ∩Xl ⊆ Xj .
The width of a given tree decomposition of a graphG is equal to maxi∈I |Xi|−
1. The tree-width of a graph G, denoted by tw(G), is the minimum width of
a tree decomposition of G, taken over all tree decompositions of G. Note that
trees (and hence chains and stars) have tree-width 1. Without loss of generality,
we can also assume that the tree decomposition is nice [15], i.e.:
• T is rooted at some node r,
• T is binary and has O(|V |) nodes,
• If a node i has two children j and k then Xi = Xj = Xk (join node)
• If a node i has one child j, then either
(a) |Xi| = |Xj | − 1 and Xi ⊂ Xj (forget node)
(b) |Xi| = |Xj |+ 1 and Xj ⊂ Xi (introduce node)
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Given two vertices i, j of T , we will use the notation j  i to denote the fact
that j is either i or a descendant of i with respect to r. Given a node i ∈ I, let
Yi = E ∩ (Xi × Xi), i.e., Yi is the subset of E induced by the vertices in Xi.
Moreover, let Ti =
⋃
jiXj and let G[Ti] be the subgraph of G induced by Ti.
In order to design a standard dynamic programming algorithm that solves
WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring, we use the following function f :
• f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ω1k, . . . , ωp1, . . . , ωpk) = true if there exists a list-coloring
of G[Ti] where each vertex u ∈ Xi has color ci(u) and where the total
weight of vertices of G[Ti] having color c in Vh is ωhc, and false otherwise.
To describe our algorithm, we now simply need to write down the induction
equations defining the values of f(·), for each type of nodes of T . Then, these
values will be computed in a bottom-up fashion, starting from the leaves of T .
Note that, by the definition of tree decompositions, any two vertices linked
by an edge in G must both belong to at least one common bag of the tree
decomposition (Condition (2)). This implies that a (list-)coloring that is proper
in each bag is also proper in the whole graph G, provided that each vertex has
the same color in each bag it belongs to. Moreover, Condition (3) ensures that
the subgraph of T induced by the bags any given vertex belongs to is connected,
and hence in all these bags this vertex will have the same color if we do not
change its color whenever we move (in T ) from one bag to an adjacent one.
If i is a forget node. Let j denote its child such that Xj = Xi ∪ {v}:
f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) =
∨
cj :(cj(u)=ci(u) ∀u∈Xi)∧(cj(v)∈L(v))
f(j, cj , ω11, . . . , ωpk)
If i is an introduce node. Let j denote its child such that Xj = Xi \ {v},
and assume that v ∈ Vh:
f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) = E
∧
f(j, cj , ω11, . . . , ωhci(v) − w(v), . . . , ωpk)
where E = (ci(v) ∈ L(v))
∧
(ci(v) 6= ci(u) ∀u : uv ∈ Yi)
∧
(cj(u) = ci(u) ∀u ∈
Xj)
∧
(ωhci(v) ≥ w(v)).
If i is a join node. Let j and l denote its two children, and let wihc be the
total weight of vertices v ∈ Xi ∩ Vh such that ci(v) = c, for each h and c.
f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) =
∨
(q11,...,qpk)∈Qi
(
f(j, ci, ω11+w
i
11−q11, . . . , ωpk+w
i
pk−qpk)∧f(l, ci, q11, . . . , qpk)
)
where Qi = {(q11, . . . , qpk) : w
i
hc ≤ qhc ≤ ωhc ∀h ∀c}.
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If i is a leaf node. In this case, we just have to check that the coloring
function ci provides a valid locally bounded list-coloring of G[Xi].
f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) = E
∧
(w({v ∈ Xi ∩ Vh : ci(v) = c}) = ωhc ∀h ∀c)
where E = (ci(v) ∈ L(v) ∀v ∈ Xi)
∧
(ci(v) 6= ci(u) ∀u, v ∈ Xi : uv ∈ Yi).
Root value. The answer true or false for the initial instance is obtained at
the root r by computing the following value:
∨
cr:cr(u)∈L(u) ∀u∈Xr
f(r, cr,W11, . . . ,Wpk)
Lemma 2. The values of f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ω1k, . . . , ωp1, . . . , ωpk) computed by the
above algorithm are correct.
Proof. In order to show that a vertex list-coloring is proper in Ti, first notice
that, from our preliminary remark, it suffices to show that (i) it is a proper list-
coloring in Xi and (ii) the color of any vertex remains the same when moving
from one bag of Ti to an adjacent one. We now show the correctness of the
above equations by considering each possible node type for i.
Assume i is a forget node. Then, since Ti = Tj, f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) is
true if and only if f(j, cj , ω11, . . . , ωpk) is true for some coloring cj , such that
cj(u) = ci(u) for each u ∈ Xi (each vertex must keep its color when moving
from Xj to Xi) and vertex v ∈ Xj takes some color in L(v).
Assume i is an introduce node. Then, f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) is true if and only
if f(j, cj , ω11, . . . , ωhci(v) − w(v), . . . , ωpk) is true (v ∈ Vh has weight w(v) and
color ci(v), so the total weight of vertices of color ci(v) in Vh is ωhci(v)−w(v) ≥ 0
in Tj), each vertex keeps its color when moving from Xj to Xi, and the color of v
defines a valid list-coloring in the subgraph of G induced byXi (i.e., ci(v) ∈ L(v)
and ci(v) 6= ci(u) for each u such that uv ∈ Yi).
Assume i is a join node. Then, f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) is true if and only if
both f(j, ci, q
′
11, . . . , q
′
pk) and f(l, ci, q11, . . . , qpk) are true for some q11, . . . , qpk
and q′11, . . . , q
′
pk such that qhc+q
′
hc = ωhc+w
i
hc for each h and c (with obviously
wihc ≤ qhc ≤ ωhc and w
i
hc ≤ q
′
hc ≤ ωhc for each h and c), since the weights of
the vertices in Xi are counted twice, i.e., both in Tj and in Tl (and any other
vertex weight in Tj ∪ Tl is counted only once).
Assume i is a leaf node. Then, f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) is true if and only if the
coloring function ci provides a valid locally bounded list-coloring of G[Xi].
Finally, the root value is obtained by requiring that cr is a list-coloring in
the subgraph of G induced by Xr, which concludes the proof.
Running time. LetWmax = maxh,cWhc (withWmax ≤ nmaxv∈V w(v)). The
running time for a given node of T , that depends on its type, is given by:
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node type running time
forget O(tw(G) + k)
introduce O(tw(G) + k)
join O(W pkmax)
leaf O(tw(G)(tw(G) + pk))
There are O(n) nodes in T , O(ktw(G)+1) possible colorings of any given bag,
and O(W pkmax) possible pk-tuples ω11, . . . , ωpk, so when running the algorithm we
have O(nW pkmaxk
tw(G)+1) values f(·) to compute. Since computing the optimal
value only takesO(ktw(G)+1) time, the overall running time is O(nW pkmaxk
tw(G)+1
(W pkmax + tw(G)(tw(G) + pk))). Together with Lemma 2, this implies:
Theorem 7. In graphs of bounded tree-width, WeightedLocallyBound-
edListColoring can be solved:
• in pseudopolynomial time when p and k are fixed,
• in polynomial time when (i) p and k are fixed, and (ii) all vertex weights
are polynomially bounded.
Observe that these results are best possible, in the sense that, from Theorems
1 to 6, dropping any of the assumptions (on p, k, and the vertex weights) leads
to NP-completeness. They also generalize the results in [2, 10, 14].
We close this section by mentioning that this approach can be adapted to
solve an optimization version of WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring.
More precisely, one can associate a profit function pi : V ×{1, . . . , k} → Z to
the vertices of G; the profit of a vertex then depends on its color. By slightly
modifying the above dynamic programming algorithm, one can compute a valid
weighted and locally bounded list-coloring of maximum (or minimum) profit (if
any). In this case, the value of f(·) is no longer equal to true or false, i.e.:
• f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ω1k, . . . , ωp1, . . . , ωpk) = the maximum total profit of a list-
coloring of G[Ti] where each vertex u ∈ Xi has color ci(u) and where the
total weight of vertices of G[Ti] having color c in Vh is ωhc (if any).
In order to compute the value of this “new” function f(·), we must make some
changes in the equations. We provide them without proofs, as the arguments are
quite similar to the ones used in the proof of Lemma 2 (note that, by convention,
infeasible solutions will have a value of −∞, as we maximize f(·)):
• (in forget nodes and root value) “
∨
” becomes “max”.
• (in introduce nodes) f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ω1k, . . . , ωpk) is equal to −∞ if E is
false, and to f(j, cj , ω11, . . . , ωhci(v)−w(v), . . . , ωpk)+pi(v, ci(v)) otherwise.
• (in join nodes) “
∨
” becomes “max”, “∧” becomes “+”, and we add the
value “−
∑
v∈Xi
pi(v, ci(v))” at the end of the line.
• (in leaf nodes) f(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ω1k, . . . , ωpk) is equal to
∑
v∈Xi
pi(v, ci(v))
if both E and the condition “w({v ∈ Xi ∩ Vh : ci(v) = c}) = ωhc ∀h ∀c”
are true, and to −∞ otherwise.
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4 Locally bounded list-colorings in cographs
In this section, we study the tractability ofWeightedLocallyBoundedList-
Coloring in cographs. Cographs, as defined in Section 1, can be characterized
in several ways. For instance, a graph G = (V,E) is a cograph if and only if it
can be associated with a cotree T : the leaves of T are the vertices of G, and the
internal nodes of T are either union nodes or join nodes. A subtree of T having
a union node as a root corresponds to the disjoint union of the subgraphs of
G associated with the children of this node, and a subtree of T having a join
node as a root corresponds to the complete union of the subgraphs of G associ-
ated with the children of this node (i.e., we add an edge between every pair of
vertices with one vertex in each subgraph). Moreover, this cotree can easily be
transformed in linear time into a binary cotree with O(|V |) nodes [6].
First note that WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is still NP-
complete in cographs, even when k is arbitrary, p = 1, and each vertex has
weight 1. Indeed, on the one hand, it was proved in [14] that the list-coloring
problem is NP-complete in complete bipartite graphs (which are cographs),
when k is not fixed. On the other hand, the bounded coloring problem was
proved to be NP-complete in cographs in [4], by a reduction from bin packing
(which, by [13], also shows its W[1]-hardness with respect to k in cographs).
However, the instances used in [4, 14] have a large tree-width (as otherwise
the list-coloring and bounded coloring problems are tractable [3, 14]): since star
forests and isolated vertices are cographs, Corollary 1 shows that this remains
true even when the tree-width is 1 (the case of tree-width 0 and polynomially
bounded vertex weights being covered by Theorem 2). Corollary 2 shows that,
under the same assumption of being a cograph of tree-width 1 (the case of tree-
width 0 will be discussed later in this section), this is also true as soon as k = 2
(provided that p is arbitrary), even when each vertex has weight 1 and can
take any color. Finally, as in the case of partial k-trees, Theorem 1 shows that
allowing arbitrary vertex weights leads to weak NP-completeness in cographs
of tree-width 0, even if k = 2, p = 1, and any vertex can take any color.
Moreover, the instances from the previous reductions can be made connected
by adding a new vertex, adjacent to all the other vertices, that must take a new
color (this increases the tree-width by 1). In particular, when the graph in the
reduction consisted of isolated vertices, it then becomes a star.
However, when both p and k are fixed, we can design an efficient dynamic
programming algorithm, based on standard techniques, to solve WeightedLo-
callyBoundedListColoring in cographs, by using the associated (binary)
cotrees. In order to describe this algorithm, we define the following function:
• f ′(i, ω11, . . . , ω1k, . . . , ωp1, . . . , ωpk) = true if there exists a list-coloring of
the subgraph of G induced by the leaves of the subgraph of T rooted at
node i, where the total weight of vertices of this induced subgraph of G
having color c in Vh is ωhc, and false otherwise.
The value of each f ′(·) is then computed in a bottom-up fashion, as follows.
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If i is a join node. Let j and l denote its two children.
f ′(i, ω11, . . . , ωpk) =
∨
(q11,...,qpk)∈Qijoin
(
f ′(j, ω11−q11, . . . , ωpk−qpk)∧f
′(l, q11, . . . , qpk)
)
where Qijoin = {(q11, . . . , qpk) : 0 ≤ qhc ≤ ωhc ∀h ∀c} ∩ {(q11, . . . , qpk) :
(
∑p
h=1 qhc)× (
∑p
h=1(ωhc − qhc)) = 0 ∀c}.
If i is a union node. Let j and l denote its two children.
f ′(i, ω11, . . . , ωpk) =
∨
(q11,...,qpk)∈Qiunion
(
f ′(j, ω11−q11, . . . , ωpk−qpk)∧f
′(l, q11, . . . , qpk)
)
where Qiunion = {(q11, . . . , qpk) : 0 ≤ qhc ≤ ωhc ∀h ∀c}.
If i is a leaf node. Let vi ∈ Vh be the vertex of G corresponding to this leaf.
f ′(i, ω11, . . . , ωpk) =
∨
j∈L(vi)
(
ωhj = w(vi) ∧ (ωh′j′ = 0 ∀(h
′, j′) 6= (h, j))
)
Lemma 3. The values of f ′(i, ω11, . . . , ω1k, . . . , ωp1, . . . , ωpk) computed by the
above algorithm are correct.
Proof. In order to show that a vertex list-coloring is proper in the whole graph,
it is sufficient to prove that it is a valid list-coloring at each step (i.e., during
the computation of the value of f ′(·) at each node of the cotree).
Assume i is a join node. Then, the graph induced by the leaves of the
subgraph of T rooted at node i is the complete union of two graphs. For each
h and j, the sum of the weights of the vertices of color j in Vh in these two
graphs must be equal to ωhc. However, when taking the complete union of two
subgraphs of G, vertices not belonging to the same subgraph cannot have the
same color (otherwise, the coloring would not be proper).
Assume i is a union node. Then, the graph induced by the leaves of the
subgraph of T rooted at node i is the disjoint union of two graphs, and thus,
for each h and j, the sum of the weights of the vertices of color j in Vh in these
two graphs must be equal to ωhc.
Assume i is a leaf node. Then, in any valid list-coloring, the vertex vi of G
associated with i takes only one color, which belongs to L(vi).
The above algorithm runs in O(nW pkmax(W
pk
max + pk)) time, where Wmax =
maxh,cWhc. Together with Lemma 3, this yields the following result:
Theorem 8. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring can be solved:
• in pseudopolynomial time in cographs when p and k are fixed,
• in polynomial time in cographs when (i) p and k are fixed, and (ii) all
vertex weights are polynomially bounded.
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Note that this result generalizes the ones in [4, 10, 14]. Again, one can
associate a profit function pi to the vertices of G, and modify slightly this dy-
namic programming algorithm (by replacing “
∨
” by “max” and “∧” by “+”
in union and join nodes, and by returning maxj∈L(vi) pi(vi, j) in leaf nodes if
the above conditions are satisfied, and −∞ otherwise) in order to compute a
feasible weighted and locally bounded list-coloring of maximum profit (if any).
Note that we return −∞ if Qiunion = ∅ or Q
i
join = ∅ for some i.
Theorem 8 can also be used to show the following proposition:
Proposition 2. If k = O(1), WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring
can be solved in (pseudo)polynomial time in graphs consisting of isolated vertices.
Proof. Since there are no edges in this case, any coloring will be proper, and
hence any set Vi of the partition can be considered independently from the p−1
other Vj ’s. Hence, solving such an instance of WeightedLocallyBound-
edListColoring is then equivalent to solving p independent instances where
the partition contains only one vertex set. Since k is fixed as well, any such
instance can be solved in (pseudo)polynomial time thanks to Theorem 8.
To close this section, we study WeightedLocallyBoundedListColor-
ing in particular cographs. We begin by studying complete bipartite graphs
Kn1,n2 (which are cographs represented by binary cotrees containing n1+n2−2
union nodes and only one join node, at the root), where this problem is trivial
when k = 2 (so we shall assume k ≥ 3). Since the complexity of Weighted-
LocallyBoundedListColoring is the same in graphs consisting of isolated
vertices and in stars (which are the graphs K1,n2), Theorems 1 and 2 imply that
WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is NP-complete in complete bi-
partite graphs if k is not fixed or if the vertex weights are not polynomially
bounded, even if any vertex can take any color. Moreover, it was proved in
[14] that the list-coloring problem (without constraints on the sizes of the color
classes) is strongly NP-complete in complete bipartite graphs when the number
k of colors is arbitrary. However, adding isolated vertices cannot yield complete
bipartite graphs, so this result does not directly apply to our problem. We now
show that a more complex reduction, partly inspired by the one given in [14],
can be obtained for WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring in this case:
Theorem 9. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is strongly NP-
complete in complete bipartite graphs, even if p and all vertex weights are 1.
Proof. Given a MonotoneOneInThreeSAT instance I with µ clauses and
ν variables x1, . . . , xν , we construct a WeightedLocallyBoundedListCol-
oring instance I ′ in a complete bipartite graph G as follows.
On the left side of G, there are µ vertices u1, . . . , uµ associated with the
µ clauses, and, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, there are occ(i) vertices v1i , . . . , v
occ(i)
i
associated with each variable xi, where occ(i) is the number of occurrences
of xi in the set of clauses. On the right side of G, there are occ(i) vertices
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w1i , . . . , w
occ(i)
i associated with each variable xi. We set p = 1, k = 2ν+1, w(v) =
1 for each vertex v, and, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , occ(i)},
we define L(vji ) = {i, 2ν + 1} and L(w
j
i ) = {i, ν + i}. Furthermore, for each
h ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, we set L(uh) = {ν + i1, ν + i2, ν + i3}, assuming that the
hth clause is xi1 ∨ xi2 ∨ xi3 . Finally, we set W1i = W1(ν+i) = occ(i) for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, and W1(2ν+1) = µ. Then, we have the following equivalence
between the solutions of I and I ′: for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, all the wji ’s take color
i if and only if variable xi takes value true. Let us justify such an equivalence.
First assume that we know a solution to I. For each h ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, if we
denote by xi1 ∨xi2 ∨xi3 the hth clause, then vertex uh takes color ν+ il, where
il ∈ {i1, i2, i3} is such that xil is the only variable of value true in the hth
clause. Moreover, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, all the vji ’s take color 2ν + 1 if xi has
value true, and color i otherwise (meaning that the number of vertices of color
2ν+1 is exactly the number of occurrences of variables of value true). It can be
easily checked that this yields a feasible solution to I ′, since there are exactly µ
vertices of color 2ν + 1 (as each of the µ clauses has exactly one true literal).
Assume now that there is a solution to I ′. Consider any i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}. If
there is some wji that takes color ν + i, then, by construction, no vertex uh can
take color ν + i. Hence, the only vertices that can take color ν + i are the wji ’s.
So, the only way to have W1(ν+i) = occ(i) vertices of color ν + i is that each
vertex wji takes color ν + i. This implies, in turn, that the only way to have
W1i = occ(i) vertices of color i is that each vertex v
j
i takes color i. Now, if there
is some wji that takes color i, then, by construction, each vertex v
j
i must take
color 2ν + 1. So, the only way to have W1i = occ(i) vertices of color i is that
each vertex wji takes color i. This implies, in turn, that the only way to have
W1(ν+i) = occ(i) vertices of color ν+ i is that occ(i) vertices uh take color ν+ i.
The only such vertices that can take color ν + i are the occ(i) ones associated
with the clauses where xi appears, so all these uh’s must take color ν + i.
In short, for each i, either all the wji ’s take color i (in which case the occ(i)
vertices vji take color 2ν+1, and the occ(i) vertices uh corresponding to clauses
where xi appears take color ν+ i), or all the w
j
i ’s take color ν+ i (in which case
no vertex uh takes color ν + i, and the occ(i) vertices v
j
i take color i). Hence,
whenever a vertex uh (associated with the clause xi1 ∨ xi2 ∨ xi3 ) takes color
ν + il for some il ∈ {i1, i2, i3}, then this means that all the w
j
il
’s take color il,
and that all the wjil′ ’s take color ν + il
′ for each il′ ∈ {i1, i2, i3} \ {il}. In other
words, there is exactly one literal of value true in each clause of I.
On the positive side, we show that WeightedLocallyBoundedListCol-
oring can be solved in (pseudo)polynomial time in complete bipartite graphs
if k is fixed but p is not. Note that, in such a graph, all the vertices of a given
color belong to the same side of the bipartition of G. So, if k is fixed, we can
“guess” which colors are on each side by enumerating all the possibilities (there
are 2k such possibilities). For each configuration (i.e., for each such assignment
of colors to both sides) we enumerate, we consider each side of the bipartition
independently, and for each one we check whether this configuration is feasible
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(note that, for each side, we can consider each Vi independently, since they do
not interact). We are left with a set of independent instances where p = 1, k is
fixed and all the vertices are isolated vertices, so we can solve each one of them
in (pseudo)polynomial time thanks to Proposition 2. This yields:
Theorem 10. If k = O(1), WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring can
be solved in (pseudo)polynomial time in complete bipartite graphs.
Now, we turn to the case of complete graphs G = Kn (which are cographs
represented by binary cotrees containing n− 1 join nodes and no union node).
Notice that, in a complete graph, all the nodes must take different colors. So,
we must have k ≥ n. If k > n, then in any feasible coloring one of the colors will
not be used: this is possible only if we have
∑p
h=1Whc = 0 for this color c, and
thus we can remove it. Hence, we know that we necessarily have k = n, and that
each color will appear exactly once. In particular, since the Vi’s are disjoint, this
implies that, for each color c, we have Whcc > 0 for some hc and Wh′c = 0 for
each h′ 6= hc. We solve WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring in this
case (for arbitrary values of p and for arbitrary vertex weights) by reducing it
to a matching instance in a bipartite graph H : there is one vertex in H for each
vertex vi in G = Kn, and one vertex for each color c ∈ {1, . . . , n}. There is an
edge between vertex vi and color c when (i) c ∈ L(vi), (ii) w(vi) = Whcc and (iii)
vi ∈ Vhc . Due to the rule we used to define the edges of H (by linking vertices of
G with “compatible” colors only), it is easy to see that we have a solution to the
WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring instance if and only if we have a
perfect matching inH (a vertex vi is linked to color j in this matching if and only
if it has color j in G): therefore, WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring
can be solved in polynomial time in this case (using for instance an efficient
algorithm computing a maximum flow, since H is bipartite). This yields:
Theorem 11. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring can be solved in
polynomial time in complete graphs.
Again, one can associate a profit function pi : V × {1, . . . , k} → Z to the
vertices of G. Then, we can obtain a feasible solution to WeightedLocally-
BoundedListColoring with maximum profit (if any) by finding a perfect
matching of maximum weight in H (or, equivalently, by solving a linear assign-
ment instance optimally), where, for each i and each j, the weight of the edge
between a vertex vi and a color j in H is pi(vi, j).
5 Locally bounded list-colorings in split graphs
In this section, we study the tractability ofWeightedLocallyBoundedList-
Coloring in split graphs. Recall that a split graph G is a graph whose set of
vertices can be partitioned into a vertex set inducing a clique K, and a vertex
set inducing a stable (or independent) set S. For the sake of simplicity, we will
denote by |K| (resp. |S|) the number of vertices of K (resp. of S).
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From Section 2,WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring remainsNP-
complete in split graphs: from Theorems 1 and 2, it is weakly NP-complete
when the vertex weights are arbitrary, even if p = 1, k = 2, and each vertex
can take any color, and strongly NP-complete when k is arbitrary, even if the
vertex weights are polynomially bounded, p = 1, and each vertex can take any
color. However, when k is fixed, it can be solved in (pseudo)polynomial time:
Theorem 12. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring can be solved in
(pseudo)polynomial time in split graphs when k = O(1).
Proof. Since we are looking for a proper vertex coloring, any vertex in K cannot
have more than k−1 neighbors. Hence, K cannot contain more than k vertices.
When k = O(1), one can then enumerate in constant time all the possible
colorings of K (for each one, we must check that it is proper and that the color
of each vertex v ∈ K is in L(v)). Then, for each such coloring, we remove K,
update the value of each of the Whc’s and the list L(v) for each vertex v ∈ S
accordingly. This way, we obtain an instance in a graph consisting of isolated
vertices, and where k = O(1): from Proposition 2, such an instance can be
solved in (pseudo)polynomial time, which concludes the proof.
The list-coloring problem in complete bipartite graphs (and thus in cographs)
is strongly NP-complete from [14]. Actually, in the reduction that is used, one
side of the bipartite instances can be replaced by a clique: hence, the proof also
holds in split graphs (while the one of Theorem 9 does not, despite the fact that
the former one partly inspired the latter one). Adding, for each initial vertex,
(k − 1) new isolated vertices that can take any color, yields (NP-complete)
instances of the equitable list-coloring problem. However, a straightforward
adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3 yields a stronger result:
Theorem 13. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is strongly NP-
complete in split graphs, even when p = 1, w(v) = 1 for each vertex v, and the
degree of each vertex in the part S inducing an independent set is one.
Proof. Start from the reduction described in the proof of Theorem 3, and add a
cliqueK on 3n(n+1) vertices, namely all the ui’s and all the v
j
i ’s. As any two of
these vertices do receive different colors in the original reduction, we obtain an
equivalent instance. Then, the independent set S contains all the leaves of the
Sji ’s, and hence any vertex of S has degree one, which concludes the proof.
Note, however, that the list-coloring problem is easy in split graphs if every
vertex in S has degree at most 1: remove any v ∈ S with only one possible color,
update the possible colors for each u ∈ K accordingly, use an optimal flow to
color the vertices of K appropriately (as in Theorem 11), and then give to any
other vertex a color not used by its unique neighbor (if such a neighbor exists).
Moreover, the lists of possible colors play a major role in the above reduction,
so one may wonder what happens when each vertex can take any color. When p
and k are arbitrary, and w(v) = 1 for each vertex v, the following result holds:
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Theorem 14. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is strongly NP-
complete in split graphs, even when Whc ∈ {0, 1} for each h and c, and each
vertex has weight 1 and can take any color.
Proof. Take an instance of 3SAT [9], that consists of µ clauses of size 3 defined on
ν boolean variables x1, . . . , xν . To each variable xi, we associate two vertices yi
and zi. To the jth clause, we associate three vertices uj, vj , wj , for each j. Then,
we add edges in the following way, in order to obtain a split graph: the vertices
yi and zi over all i induce a clique on 2ν vertices, and the vertices uj, vj , wj over
all j induce an independent set on 3µ vertices. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, if we
let the jth clause be x′i1 ∨ x
′
i2
∨ x′i3 (where x
′
il
∈ {xil , x¯il} for each l ∈ {1, 2, 3}),
we also add an edge between wj and yil , for each l ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Finally, we let
k = 2ν and p = ν + µ, and then define Vi = {yi, zi} and Wii = Wi(ν+i) = 1 for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, as well as Vν+j = {uj, vj , wj} and W(ν+j)c¯i1 = W(ν+j)c¯i2 =
W(ν+j)c¯i3 = 1 for each j ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, where, for each l ∈ {1, 2, 3}, c¯il = ν + il
if x′il = xil , and c¯il = il otherwise. Note that any other Whc is equal to 0, and
that, for each vertex v, w(v) = 1 and L(v) ∈ {1, . . . , 2ν}.
We can define the following equivalence between the solutions of these two
instances: for each i, xi = true if and only if the color of yi is i. Note that, for
each j ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, the vertex wj must take a color c¯il for some l ∈ {1, 2, 3}
such that yil takes color cil (and hence the literal x
′
il
is true), where cil = il if
c¯il = ν + il, and cil = ν + il otherwise. This concludes the proof.
Actually, we can even prove a stronger result, and get rid of the assumption
that p must be arbitrary, while allowing each vertex to take any color.
Theorem 15. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring is strongly NP-
complete in split graphs, even when p = 1, W1c ∈ {1, 4} for each color c, and
each vertex has weight 1 and can take any color.
Proof. We reduce from the NP-complete problem 3-DimensionalMatching,
in which we are given three sets X,Y, Z of elements such that |X | = |Y | = |Z|,
and a list of triples T ⊆ X × Y × Z. One wants to decide whether there exists
T ′ ⊆ T covering all the elements of X , Y , and Z, and such that |T ′| = |X |.
Given an instance I of 3-DimensionalMatching, we define the following
instance I ′ of WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring. There are 3|X |+
|T | vertices, that can take any color, and have weight 1: one vertex th for each
triple in T , one vertex xi for each element inX , one vertex yj for each element in
Y , and one vertex zl for each element in Z. Moreover, there is an edge between
each th and all the other vertices, except xih , yjh and zlh , provided that the hth
triple of T is composed of the ihth element of X , of the jhth element of Y , and
of the lhth element of Z. In particular, we have |K| = |T | and |S| = 3|X |, and
we define k = |T | and p = 1. Finally, we define the color bounds as follows:
W1c = 4 for each c ∈ {1, . . . , |X |}, and W1c = 1 for each c ∈ {|X |+ 1, . . . , k}.
Then, it is easy to see that the following equivalence holds: for each h, the
hth triple in I is in T ′ if and only if th takes a color c with W1c = 4 in I ′.
Indeed, in I ′, each color must appear exactly once in K, as |K| = k. Moreover,
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each vertex th ∈ K is non adjacent to exactly three vertices: hence, if th takes
some color c with W1c = 4, then the three vertices non adjacent to it must take
color c. The |X | such colors must cover all the vertices of S, and |X | vertices of
K. Each of the k − |X | other vertices of K takes a color c′ with W1c′ = 1.
Corollary 3. The capacitated coloring problem is NP-complete in split graphs.
Note that, on the contrary, the bounded coloring problem is easy in split
graphs [4]. We end this section by providing three last tractable special cases.
The first one is obtained by assuming that |S| = O(1). In this case, we
enumerate the O(k|S|) potential colorings of S (for each one, we must check
that it is proper, and that the color of each vertex v ∈ S is in L(v)). Then,
for each such coloring, we remove S, update the values Whc and the lists L(v)
for all the vertices v ∈ K accordingly, and we are left with an instance in a
complete graph, that we can solve in polynomial time thanks to Theorem 11.
The second one is obtained by assuming that the tree-width is O(1) (i.e., that
|K| = O(1)) and w(v) = 1 for each vertex v (without the latter assumption, the
problem isNP-complete from Theorems 1 and 2). In this case, we enumerate the
O(k|K|) potential colorings of K (for each one, we must check that it is proper,
and that the color of each u ∈ K is in L(u)). Then, for each such coloring, we
remove K, update the values Whc and the list L(v) of each v ∈ S accordingly,
and we are left with an instance in a set of isolated vertices and where each
vertex has weight 1, that we can solve efficiently thanks to Proposition 1.
The third one complements Corollary 3, and is obtained by assuming that
each vertex has weight 1 and can take any color, and that, for all colors c except
a constant number k′ of them, Whc = B for each h, for some common constant
B (the assumption k′ = O(1) being less restrictive than k = O(1)).
Recall that it was proved in [4] that the bounded coloring problem can
be solved in polynomial time in split graphs, by means of a reduction to an
intermediate problem, which is then solved using a maximum flow algorithm.
The construction we will use to solve this third special case (in which the number
k of colors is arbitrary) also solves the bounded coloring problem, with a more
direct reduction to a maximum flow problem. Namely, we prove:
Theorem 16. WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring can be solved in
polynomial time in split graphs when (i) each vertex has weight 1 and can take
any color, and (ii) for all colors c except a constant number k′ of them (called
the singular colors), Whc = B for each h, for some constant B.
Proof. Let us consider such an instance in a split graph G, and let u1, . . . , u|K|
be the vertices of K, and v1, . . . , v|S| the vertices of S. We start by “guessing”
the singular colors that will appear in K, and for each such color which (unique)
vertex of K uses it. This can be done in O
(
(|K|+ 1)k
′
)
time by a brute-force
enumeration. Any other vertex of K will take an arbitrary (but different for
each of them) color c such that Whc = B for each h, and some singular colors
may appear only in S. Also, for each h and each c, we setW ′hc = Whc−w(ui) =
Whc − 1 if some vertex ui ∈ K ∩ Vh takes color c, and W ′hc =Whc otherwise.
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Since k ≥ |K| (otherwise, there is no solution), we always end up with a
proper coloring of K. Then, we define for each vj ∈ S a list of possible colors
L(vj) = {1, . . . , k} \ {c : there exists ui ∈ K adjacent to vj that takes color c}.
Now, we can remove the vertices of K, and we are left with an instance of
WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring in a graph consisting of isolated
vertices of weight 1 (i.e., in the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of S). The
color bounds are the W ′hc’s, and we can solve this instance in polynomial time
(as a maximum matching problem in a bipartite graph, and hence as a maximum
flow problem) thanks to Proposition 1, which concludes the proof.
Again, note that this generalizes the polynomial-time solvability of the case
where p = 1 and k′ = 0, i.e., of the bounded coloring problem in split graphs.
Moreover, without the assumption that each vertex can take any color, the
problem becomes hard, even when p = 1. Indeed, take the reduction from
Theorem 15, and, for each color c such thatW1c = 1, add three isolated vertices
that can only take color c. This way, we obtain (NP-complete) instances where
W1c = 4 for each color c, and hence where k
′ = 0. Similarly, adapting the
proof of Theorem 14 shows that, without the above assumption, the problem is
NP-complete when p is arbitrary and Whc = 1 for each h and each c.
However, if each vertex in the clique part K of G has both a list of possible
colors and an arbitrary weight, then the proof of Theorem 16 can easily be
adapted to show that the problem remains tractable, provided that each vertex
of S has weight 1 and is allowed to take any color. Indeed, after the “guess”
part, we can give appropriate non singular colors to the remaining uncolored
vertices of K by solving another matching instance (and not in a greedy way
anymore), in a way similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 11.
6 Extension to edge colorings
In this last section, we extend to edge colorings all our previous results con-
cerning (vertex) k-colorings in cographs, split graphs, and graphs of bounded
tree-width. An edge coloring of a graph is an assignment of colors (integers)
to its edges, in such a way that any two edges sharing a vertex take different
colors. The problem we consider in this section is thus the following:
WeightedLocallyBoundedListEdgeColoring
Instance: A graph G = (V,E), a weight function w : E → N∗, a partition
E1, . . . , Ep of the edge set E, a list of pk integral boundsW11, . . . ,W1k, . . . ,Wp1,
. . . ,Wpk such that
∑k
j=1Wij = w(Ei) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p} (where w(Ei) =∑
e:e∈Ei
w(e)), and, for each edge e, a list of possible colors L(e) ⊆ {1, . . . , k}.
Question: Decide whether there exists an edge coloring of G such that, for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the total weight of edges having color
j in Ei is Wij , and the color of e belongs to L(e) for each edge e.
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6.1 NP-completeness proofs for edge colorings
We can prove that this problem is NP-complete by using a reduction from
Partition, similar to the one in Theorem 1 (so we have p = 1, k = 2 and
W11 = W12 = B). Each isolated vertex vi becomes an isolated edge ei, and we
define w(ei) = ai and L(ei) = {1, 2} for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Again, we can make
this instance connected, and obtain a chain, by setting k = 3 and adding new
edges of color 3 between the ei’s. However, the problem is trivial when k = 2
and G is connected, since G has maximum degree 2 in this case, and hence G
is either a path or an (even) cycle, and has only two possible edge-colorings.
The main goal of this section is to prove that WeightedLocallyBound-
edListEdgeColoring is tractable in the graphs considered in the previous
sections, under the same assumptions as its vertex coloring counterpart. How-
ever, we shall first justify that, as in the case of vertex colorings, dropping any
of these assumptions leads to NP-completeness, without looking further into
other possible special cases, for the sake of brevity. The previous paragraph
settles the case of arbitrary edge weights, so let us look at the other cases.
When the input graph is neither a cograph nor a split graph, and has an
unbounded tree-width, WeightedLocallyBoundedListEdgeColoring is
NP-complete even when k = 3, p = 1, and we have both L(e) = {1, 2, 3} and
w(e) = 1 for each edge e. Indeed, deciding whether the edges of a graph can be
properly colored using three colors is known to be NP-complete [12].
When p is arbitrary, we need an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 5:
Theorem 17. WeightedLocallyBoundedListEdgeColoring is strongly
NP-complete in graphs where each connected component is either a cycle of
length four or a single edge, even when k = 2, w(e) = 1 for each edge e, and
each edge can take any color.
Proof. Given an instance of MonotoneOneInThreeSAT, we construct such
a graph. More precisely, for each variable xi, there are occ(i) isolated edges
(denoted by eji ) and occ(i) vertex-disjoint cycles of length four, where occ(i) is
the number of occurrences of xi in the set of clauses. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν}
and each j ∈ {1, . . . , occ(i)}, let us denote by aji , b
j
i , c
j
i , d
j
i the four edges of the
jth of these cycles, and assume for instance that aji and c
j
i are vertex-disjoint,
and that so are bji and d
j
i . Moreover, each edge has weight 1 and can take any
of the two colors. Intuitively, in the jth cycle associated with variable xi, the
edge bji will be used to interact with the j + 1th one, the edge c
j
i will be used
to interact with the j − 1th one, the edge dji will only be useful to obtain a
cograph, and the color of the edge aji will reflect the value of xi (true or false).
Let us define formally the partition that we use, and the associated color
bounds. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , occ(i)}, we set Wh1 =
Wh2 = 1, as well as Vh = {b
j
i , c
j+1
i } if j < occ(i) and Vh = {b
occ(i)
i , c
1
i } otherwise,
where h = 2
∑i−1
q=1 occ(q) + j. Moreover, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ν} and each
j ∈ {1, . . . , occ(i)}, we set Vh′ = {d
j
i , e
j
i} and Wh′1 = Wh′2 = 1, where h
′ =
2
∑i−1
q=1 occ(q)+occ(i)+j. Note that k = 2, and hence, in the jth cycle of length
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four associated with variable xi, edges a
j
i and c
j
i must take the same color, and
edges bji and d
j
i must take the same color. For each i, by the way we defined
the Vh’s and Vh′ ’s so far, all the a
j
i ’s must take the same color (1 or 2). We
end the reduction by defining one set of the partition for each clause: if the lth
clause consists of the j1th occurrence of variable xi1 , of the j2th occurrence of
variable xi2 , and of the j3th occurrence of variable xi3 , then we define Vh′′ =
{aj1i1 , a
j2
i2
, aj3i3 }, Wh′′1 = 1 and Wh′′2 = 2, where h
′′ = 2
∑ν
q=1 occ(q) + l. This
implies that p = 2
∑ν
q=1 occ(q) + µ, and this yields the following equivalence
between the solutions of the two instances: for each i, xi = true if and only if
aji has color 1 for each j, which concludes the proof.
When the number of colors is arbitrary,WeightedLocallyBoundedList-
EdgeColoring is strongly NP-complete, as shown by an easy reduction from
3−Partition, similar to the one in Theorem 2 (so we have p = 1, k = n, and
W1c = B for each c ∈ {1, . . . , n}). Each isolated vertex vi becomes an isolated
edge ei, and we define w(ei) = ai and L(ei) = {1, . . . , k} for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}.
Note that the graphs used in the reductions described above consist of vertex-
disjoint cycles of length four (i.e., complete bipartite graphs with two vertices
on each side) and/or of isolated edges. In other words, they are both cographs
and graphs of tree-width at most 2. Moreover, we can easily turn the instances
used in the case where the number k of colors is arbitrary into split graphs.
To see it, start from the above reduction, but define k = n + 3n(3n−1)2
instead of k = n. Then, choose one endpoint of each ei, i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n}, and
add 3n(3n−1)2 edges (i.e., a clique) between these 3n vertices (this yields a split
graph). These edges will be denoted by f1, f2, . . . , and can take any color. We
define w(fj) = 1 and W1(n+j) = 1 for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,
3n(3n−1)
2 }. As we can
assume without loss of generality that ai > 1 for each i (simply multiply B and
each ai by two in the original instance of 3−Partition, in order to obtain such
an equivalent instance), this implies that each color c ≥ n+1 will be used by one
and only one edge fj , which shows the equivalence between the two reductions.
Hence, from now on, we shall assume that k is fixed, as otherwise Weight-
edLocallyBoundedListEdgeColoring is NP-complete. In the following
subsection, we give efficient algorithms to solve this problem when k = O(1).
6.2 Efficient algorithms for edge colorings when k = O(1)
We start by considering graphs of bounded tree-width. We assume that such
a graph G is given, together with a tree-decomposition T = (I, F ) of G having
minimum width, and that p is fixed (as otherwise WeightedLocallyBound-
edListEdgeColoring is NP-complete from Theorem 17). We then define the
following function, before showing how to compute it for each node type:
• g(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ω1k, . . . , ωp1, . . . , ωpk) = true if there is a list-edge-coloring
of G[Ti] where each edge e ∈ Yi has color ci(e) and where the total weight
of edges of G[Ti] having color c in Eh is ωhc, and false otherwise.
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If i is a forget node. Let j denote its child such that Xj = Xi ∪ {v}:
g(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) =
∨
cj:(cj(e)=ci(e) ∀e∈Yi)∧(cj(uv)∈L(uv) ∀u∈Xi:uv∈Yj)
g(j, cj , ω11, . . . , ωpk)
If i is an introduce node. Let j denote its child such that Xj = Xi \ {v}.
We denote by e1, . . . , ed the edges incident to v in Yi (i.e., the edges in Yi \ Yj),
and assume that eh ∈ Eφ(h) for each h ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
g(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) = E
∧
g(j, cj , ω11, . . . , ωφ(1)ci(e1)−w(e1), . . . , ωφ(d)ci(ed)−w(ed), . . . , ωpk)
where E = (cj(e) = ci(e) ∀e ∈ Yj)
∧
(ci(e) ∈ L(e) ∀e ∈ {e1, . . . , ed})
∧
(ci(e) 6=
ci(f) ∀e ∈ {e1, . . . , ed}, ∀f ∈ Yi : e 6= f and both edges share a common vertex)∧
(ωφ(h)ci(eh) ≥ w(eh) ∀h ∈ {1, . . . , d}).
If i is a join node. Let j and l denote its two children, and let wihc be the
total weight of edges e ∈ Yi ∩ Eh such that ci(e) = c, for each h and c.
g(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) =
∨
(q11,...,qpk)∈Qi
(
g(j, ci, ω11+w
i
11−q11, . . . , ωpk+w
i
pk−qpk)∧g(l, ci, q11, . . . , qpk)
)
where Qi = {(q11, . . . , qpk) : wihc ≤ qhc ≤ ωhc ∀h ∀c}.
If i is a leaf node. In this case, we just have to check that the coloring
function ci provides a valid locally bounded list-edge-coloring of G[Xi].
g(i, ci, ω11, . . . , ωpk) = E
∧
(w({e ∈ Yi ∩Eh : ci(e) = c}) = ωhc ∀h ∀c)
where E = (ci(e) ∈ L(e) ∀e ∈ Yi)
∧
(ci(u1v) 6= ci(u2v) ∀u1, u2, v ∈ Xi : u1v ∈
Yi, u2v ∈ Yi, u1 6= u2).
Root value. Again, the answer true or false for the initial instance is obtained
at the root r by computing the following value:
∨
cr:cr(e)∈L(e) ∀e∈Yr
g(r, cr,W11, . . . ,Wpk)
The proof of correctness is similar to the one given in Lemma 2, and the analysis
of the running time is similar to the one given just before stating Theorem 7.
Therefore, they are both omitted. This yields the following result:
Theorem 18. In graphs of bounded tree-width, WeightedLocallyBound-
edListEdgeColoring can be solved:
• in pseudopolynomial time when p and k are fixed,
• in polynomial time when (i) p and k are fixed, and (ii) all edge weights
are polynomially bounded.
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Again, one can associate a profit function to the edges of G, and then modify
slightly this dynamic programming algorithm, in order to compute a feasible
weighted and locally bounded list-edge-coloring of maximum profit (if any).
We then turn our attention towards cographs, and assume that p is fixed (as
otherwise an NP-completeness result holds, from Theorem 17). Since we are
looking for a proper edge coloring, the maximum degree of such a graph G is
bounded by the number k of colors. As a cograph contains no induced path on
four vertices, the diameter of any of its connected components is at most two.
In other words, any vertex v has at most k neighbors, each of its neighbors has
at most k−1 other neighbors, and there can be no other vertex in the connected
component v belongs to. This implies that any connected component contains
at most 1 + k + k(k − 1) = O(k2) vertices, and hence O(k4) edges. Therefore,
when k = O(1), each connected component has O(1) possible edge colorings.
For each one of them, one can easily check whether it defines a proper list-
coloring of the component. Moreover, as p and k are fixed, these colorings can
be combined one by one, by using an efficient dynamic programming algorithm
similar to the one outlined at the beginning of Section 2, that needs to store a
(pseudo)polynomial amount of information, namely O((maxh,cWhc)
kp).
Finally, let us study the case of split graphs. Again, since we are looking
for a proper edge coloring, the maximum degree of such a graph G is bounded
by the number k of colors, and isolated vertices play no role in this case (they
can be removed). Hence, each vertex in K, the clique part of G, cannot have
more than k neighbors, which implies that K cannot contain more than k + 1
vertices. As any edge of G is incident to one of these vertices, and as each of
these vertices cannot have more than k incident edges, the graph G contains
O(k2) edges. Therefore, when k = O(1) (and hence O(k2) = O(1)), Weight-
edLocallyBoundedListEdgeColoring is trivial in split graphs.
7 Conclusion and open problems
We conclude by giving an overview of all our results concerning Weight-
edLocallyBoundedListColoring in cographs, split graphs, and graphs of
bounded tree-width. The three following tables summarize these results, each
one being devoted to one of these classes of graphs (here, NPC means NP-
complete, P means solvable in polynomial time, ”?” means arbitrary, and tw(G)
denotes the tree-width of the input graph G).
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GRAPHS OF BOUNDED TREE-WIDTH
tw(G) w(v) k p List-coloring Result
tw(G) = 0 ? k = 2 p = 1 NO NPC (in the weak sense) from Theorem 1
tw(G) = 0 w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V ? p = 1 NO NPC from Theorem 2
tw(G) = 0 w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ? ? YES P from Proposition 1
tw(G) = 0 w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V k = O(1) ? YES P from Proposition 2
tw(G) = 1 w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ? p = 1 YES NPC from [3, 7] and Theorems 3 and 4
tw(G) = 1 w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V k = 2 ? NO NPC from Theorems 5 and 6
tw(G) = O(1) w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V k = O(1) p = O(1) YES P from Theorem 7
COGRAPHS
w(v) k p List-coloring Result
? k = 2 p = 1 NO NPC (in the weak sense) from Theorem 1
w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V ? p = 1 NO NPC from Theorem 2
w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ? p = 1 YES NPC from Corollary 1 and [4] (without list-coloring)
w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V k = 2 ? NO NPC from Corollary 2
w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V k = O(1) p = O(1) YES P from Theorem 8
w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ? p = 1 YES NPC in complete bipartite graphs from Theorem 9
w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V k = O(1) ? YES P in complete bipartite graphs from Theorem 10
? ? ? YES P in complete graphs from Theorem 11
SPLIT GRAPHS
w(v) k p List-coloring Result
? k = 2 p = 1 NO NPC (in the weak sense) from Theorem 1
w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V ? p = 1 NO NPC from Theorem 2
w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ? p = 1 YES NPC from [14] and Theorem 13
w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ? ? NO NPC from Theorem 14 (even if Whc ∈ {0, 1} for each h and c)
w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ? p = 1 NO NPC from Theorem 15
w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ? ? NO P if O(1) singular colors from Theorem 16
w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V k = O(1) ? YES P from Theorem 12
The following table summarizes results concerning arbitrary graphs:
w(v) k p List-coloring Result
w(v) = poly(n) ∀v ∈ V k = 2 p = O(1) YES P from Section 2
w(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V k = 3 p = 1 NO NPC (since 3-coloring is)
Again, we highlight that, in Section 6, similar results for edge colorings
(including some specific hardness proofs, such as the one of Theorem 17) are
provided in cographs, split graphs, and graphs of bounded tree-width.
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One may actually wonder how WeightedLocallyBoundedListColor-
ing behaves in bipartite graphs, which we did not mention yet. The instances
used in the proofs of Theorems 1 to 6 being such graphs, the only relevant
question would be: is this problem polynomial-time solvable in bipartite graphs
when k = O(1), p = O(1), and all the vertex weights are polynomially bounded?
Unfortunately, the answer is no. Indeed, Bodlaender and Jansen proved in [4,
Theorem 5.1] that the equitable coloring problem is strongly NP-complete in bi-
partite graphs (this theorem was stated only for the bounded coloring problem,
but the proof actually holds in this case as well, without any modification), even
with only k = 3 colors, and so is WeightedLocallyBoundedListColoring
when p = 1, k = 3, and any vertex has weight 1 and can take any color.
One may also be interested in FPT algorithms for WeightedLocally-
BoundedListColoring with polynomially bounded vertex weights. Unfortu-
nately, the results in Theorems 7, 8 and 12 are best possible, as this problem is
W[1]-hard with respect to k in graphs of tree-width 0 (which are also cographs
and split graphs) if p = 1, even with no list-coloring. To see it, take any instance
of unary bin packing with l bins, which is W[1]-hard with respect to l [13], and
build an equivalent instance of the target problem: each of the n items becomes
a vertex (of the same weight wi), the k = l color bounds equal the common bin
capacity B, and we add kB −
∑n
i=1 wi more isolated vertices of weight 1.
Finally, the main open question we would like to mention as worth studying
is a direct consequence of our results in Sections 2 and 3. Indeed, Theorems 1 to
7 leave as open the case where p = 1, the tree-width is O(1), and each vertex has
weight 1 and can take any color. In other words, what is the complexity of the
capacitated coloring problem (as defined in [5]) in graphs of bounded tree-width
when k is arbitrary? Bodlaender and Fomin managed to prove in [3] that the
bounded coloring problem is tractable in this case, a question that was open for
a long time before they finally settled it. The capacitated coloring problem is
more general, and should probably be harder (even in this case), but no one has
been able to prove it so far. Actually, there is a reduction from the capacitated
coloring problem to the bounded (or equitable) coloring problem: to see it, take
any instance of the former problem with color bounds n1 ≥ n2 ≥ . . . ≥ nk,
add isolated vertices so that the total number of vertices reaches
∑k
i=1 ni, and
then add k sets of vertices inducing independent sets, in such a way that the
ith of these sets contains n1 − ni + 1 isolated vertices and any two vertices in
any two different sets are linked by an edge. We obtain an instance of the latter
problem by setting the common color bound to n1 + 1, as it can be checked
that all the vertices in the ith set must take color i. However, in general, this
reduction preserves neither the property of having bounded tree-width nor the
one of being a split graph (although it does preserve the one of being a cograph).
Also recall that the capacitated coloring problem is NP-complete in cographs
and split graphs when k is arbitrary, from [4] and Corollary 3 respectively.
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